Introduction
Fast Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy has been used widely for the study of vibrations of protein molecules (Arrondo et al. 1993; Goormaghtigh et al. 1994; Haris & Chapman, 1994; Siebert, 1995; Barth & Zscherp, 2002; Petibois et al., 2006) . Valuable information can be obtained of the secondary structure of the protein since peak positions and their relative amplitude are affected by the number of hydrogen bridges that sustain this secondary structure (Byler & Sussi, 1989; Fabian et al., 2001; Fabian et al., 2002) . However, the spectral lines of proteins are usually broadened due to different molecular interactions thus making the identification of the structure difficult. Furthermore, identification of a particular protein within a complex matrix like a blood or a serum sample based on FTIR spectra is particularly challenging. Namely, direct application of automatic classification techniques is not a simple task, due to large numbers of attributes (measurements at different wavenumbers). Recently, principal component analysis (PCA) has been used as a statistical method for the feature extraction in the analysis of spectroscopic data aimed at detection of several complex organic samples (Hybl et al., 2003; Melikechi et al.; , Lazarevic et al., 2009 . In these methods, the spectroscopic data can be represented in a three-dimensional (or arbitrary dimension) space of eigenvector projections of the matrices corresponding to a series of experimental data measured for different selected wavelengths (Massart et al., 2003) . In this regard, each point of this space represents a full set of spectroscopic measurements corresponding to one sample. Differences between the spectra can be then visualized graphically as different points in the space of eigenvectors. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) or support vector machines (SVM), an advanced machine learning technique, can be subsequently used for automatic observing these differences between spectra. LDA generates linear models that separate classes based on the assumption that class-wise distributions are multivariate Gaussian with the same www.intechopen.com covariance matrix (independent of the class label). SVM are classification algorithms that automatically assign a class label to a vector of data with theoretically best generalization (ability to predict the class outside the training data), independently of the data distribution. SVM generate a hyperplane in the transformed feature space (a non-linear transformation applied to the original data) such that the separation plane is as far from the data closest to it as possible. By using non-linear transformation, the likelihood that the training data can be separated by a hyperplane increases. By maximizing the distance between the data and the hyperplane, we achieve the smallest complexity of the classifier and hence, according to computational learning theory, maximize the generalization capability of the classification model. In this study, we propose to use the output of PCA analysis as input of LDA and SVM and to perform an automatic identification of protein molecules based on their FTIR spectra. We use the proposed methodology to distinguish among the fast Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of proteins reported as possible biomarkers of ovarian cancer: monoclonal antibodies (MAB) and antigens (AG) of ovarian cancer marker CA125, Osteopontin (OPN), Leptin and insulin-like growth factor II (IGF2) (Mor et al., 2005; Schorge et al., 2004; Sutphen et al., 2004) . We also complete a similar study on the common protein Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) and human plasma samples for comparison purposes. We show that despite the presence of broadening mechanisms and evident similarities in the FTIR spectra of these proteins, the proposed method provides an automatic and effective identification of the proteins with almost perfect accuracy. This statistical procedure can also be applied to other spectroscopic methods such as fluorescence, NIR-VI absorbance spectroscopy and laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy.
As an important application we also perform deuteration of proteins and study the differences in the FTIR spectra introduced by this process using the PCA and LDA methods. FTIR spectra of deuterated versions of the proteins have been used extensively for the study of the secondary structure (Baenziger & Methot, 1995; Dave et al., 2002; Nie et al., 2005) . Deuteration occurs by simple dilution of proteins in heavy water that contains the deuterium isotope of hydrogen ( 2 H). We have studied in details the changes induced by deuteration in the FTIR spectra of BSA and ovarian cancer biomarkers referred above. We have also explored the use of temperature and ultrasound to increase the changes. We use PCA and LDA methods to differentiate undeuterated and deuterated versions of the same protein. We propose that these methods can be used for identification of proteins within a matrix containing a large variety of proteins like a blood or serum sample. Furthermore, we propose a FTIR based immunoassay that uses the developed data analysis method and deuterated versions of the corresponding monoclonal antibodies for detection of protein biomarkers contained in a complex matrix like blood, plasma or serum samples.
Experimental method
For measuring the FTIR spectra we use an attenuated total reflection (ATR) FTIR spectrophotometer NICOLET 6700 (Thermo Industries, Inc). Drops of the samples are deposited over an aperture on the top of the device. This aperture connects to the surface of a diamond prism where the total reflection occurs. Samples under study are distilled and deionized water, heavy water (99.8% purity Deuterium oxide from Alfa Easer) and high purity proteins (Sigma): BSA, 15 mM saline solution of MAB to AG CA125, AG CA125, Leptin, OPN and IGF2. Usually water masks most of the contribution from the proteins. To eliminate water peaks the samples are dried through simple evaporation of the solvent before collecting data. A drop of 5 μL of the solution is deposited over the aperture of the spectrophotometer. The samples are then left to dry at room temperature during 30 minutes. The drying process is monitored by taking spectra every 5 minutes until solvent (water of heavy water) contribution is depleted. When the drying process is complete the spectra do not show further changes. The dried protein sample forms a film over the aperture of several tens of micrometers good enough for total reflection spectroscopy. The spectra are collected with a resolution of 4 cm -1 . One hundred scans are averaged for each spectrum. The spectra show high reproducibility and a signal to noise value usually larger than 100. To collect data for the data analysis we repeat the spectroscopy experiment 40 times for each specimen. The deuteration of the proteins is performed using the dilution method at different concentrations and different dilution times. For solid samples like BSA we prepare directly a heavy water solution of the protein. For the solution samples we mix equal volumes of D 2 O and the original protein solution. Deuteration can be improved by adding additional drops to the previously dried sample. Deuteration can also be improved by changing the temperature or using ultrasound. For this purpose we use an ultrasound cleaner with temperature control (Fisher Scientific FS20). The temperature is monitored with an independent thermocouple.
Classification methodology
We propose a statistical framework for automatic classification of the FTIR spectra of different proteins. The framework is illustrated in figure 1. The first step in the framework corresponds to dimensionality reduction, in which we reduce the number of frequencies in FTIR spectra using PCA. Principal components obtained through PCA are them used as an input to the classification module, which provides final classification of particular FTIR spectra.
Principal component analysis (PCA)
PCA is a powerful technique for dimensionality reduction in machine learning and data mining (Jolliffe, 2002) . The central idea of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a data set consisting of a large number of interrelated variables (with non-diagonal covariance matrix), while retaining as much as possible of the variation present in the data set. This reduction is achieved by transforming to a new set of variables, which are called the principal components (PC). The PC are uncorrelated, and ordered in such a way that the first few retain most of the variation present in all of the original variables. Suppose that X is a N-dimensional matrix of k-dimensional random variables [x 1 ; x 2 ; x N ], and that the variances of the k random variables and the structure of the covariances or correlations between the k variables are of interest. Assume that we intend to approximate the vector x i as a linear combination of m<k predetermined variables. In other words, assume that we would like to determine x contains m variables and thus it is typically stated that m "most significant" features are extracted out of k original coordinates. The covariance matrix C of x can be estimated as:
Its eigenvectors (column vectors) and corresponding eigenvalues satisfy the following condition:
We can formally define eigenvector matrix and the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues respectively as:
Therefore we can compute the coefficients a ij as a ij =x i v j. Computation of PCA for highdimensional data by definition may be very cumbersome, since it has O(k 3 ) complexity, where k is the number of dimensions. The reason for such computational complexity is the requirement to compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a k*k matrix
. To make computation feasible, we will follow recently proposed approach (Bishop, 2006 ) that can extract up to N-1 principal components with the largest eigenvalues, when N < k.
, and let U and * Λ be respectively matrices of eigenvectors and eigenvalues of C * such that:
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If we assume T VX U = and consider the estimated covariance matrix C, we can easily obtain that:
In other words, V is the eigenvector matrix of C and * Λ is corresponding diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. Since C * is of size N*N, using this technique would allow huge computational savings when N<<k. Note that vectors in V are not necessary normalized (to have a unit norm). Hence, to achieve orthonormal eigenvectors, an additional normalization step is required.
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
LDA (Krzanowski, 1988; Seber, 1984 ) is a statistical technique that classifies objects by computing the logarithm of the likelihood function (likelihood is the probability of the class given the observed data). Here, data from each class is assumed to belong to a multivariate Gaussian distribution. The Gaussian distributions corresponding to different classes are assumed to have the different means but the same covariance matrix, leading to the linear discrimination. Formally, given the estimates of the prior probabilities p j , and means µ j for each class j, and the estimate of the covariance matrix C, the logarithmic likelihood for a sample specified by a vector y i can be computed as
where c is the total number of classes. Using eq. (7), the classification of an example from a test set, specified by vector new y , is performed according to:
Hence, the separation plane between classes i and j can be described as a hyperplane:
( )
For each class, we can define a decision margin as a minimal distance between a sample from a class and the separation planes. Let y i,j , i =1,…,n j be row feature vectors from the training set belonging to class j and let n j be the number of vectors in class j. We estimate the class priors, means, and the covariance matrix as: 
where:
Support Vector Machines (SVM)
LDA provides optimal classification with linear decision boundaries if its assumption of class-specific Gaussian distributions with identical covariances is satisfied. However, if this assumption is not satisfied, the optimal decision boundaries could be obtained by using SVM (Vapnik, 2000) . The main idea of SVM is to construct a separation hyperplane, which optimally separates data examples belonging to two classes, such that the minimal distance between points and the separation hyperplane is maximized. Such constructed hyperplane provides the best generalization of unknown examples. SVM use structural risk minimization principle and aim to achieve zero training error while minimizing the complexity of the model. However, if linear separation is not possible, SVM work towards minimization of the number of misclassified examples on the training set by introducing the slack variables and regularization. Formally, SVM learning can be represented as the following quadratic programming problem (Bishop, 2006) : 
where, w is vector defining the separation hyperplane, d 0 is the intercept of the separation hyperplane, c i ∈{-1,1} is a class label of the i th example determined by attribute vector x i , i ξ is the slack variable corresponding to the i th example, C is a preset regularization constant, and
is a vector representing a non-linear function of i x . In general, i x and w can be infinitely dimensional. Using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) theorem (Karush, 1939) , SVM learning can be represented as the optimization in dual space of Lagrangian multipliers λ i . In this case, the learning phase reduces to the following optimization problem: 
where N s denotes the number of support vectors-points closest to the separation hyperplane (i.e., number of non-zero Lagrangian multipliers). Similar as in the case of LDA, with SVM we can explicitly calculate the separation planes in the transformed space specified by:
If we select features in the transformed space to be proportional to eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of a symmetric non-negative definite kernel, then, due to the Mercer's theorem, we can write ( )
where K is symmetric non-negative-definite function of two vectors (Bishop, 2006) . Then, due to the Mercer's spectral theorem for nonnegative definite symmetric kernels, SVM learning and classification can be stated directly using original (non-transformed) feature vectors as: ( ) ( )
• Exponential kernel (σ is a pre-specified parameter):
The original SVM technique is designed for a two-class problem. For a multiclass problem (i.e., c>2) we use Directed Acyclic Graph SVM (DAG-SVM) method (Platt et al., 2000) which for a c-class problem trains c(c-1)/2 two-class support machines and the class decision is performed based on successive elimination of classes as a result of a two-class comparison. In comparison to one-to-rest classifiers, the application of DAG-SVM is more practical, since it does not result in imbalanced training sets (Hsu & Lin, 2002; Jiang et al. 2005) .
Classification accuracy evaluation
To validate the accuracy of the classification model on the data unseen during the learning process, we use a four-fold cross validation, that can be described as follows (Bishop, 2006) : 1) split randomly the dataset into four subsets; 2) set aside one of the subsets as the test set while the other three subsets are chosen to form the training set; 3) Utilize the training set to learn the classification model and employ the test set to evaluate the accuracy of classification on data unseen during the learning process; 3) repeat the process four times so that each of the four subsets has a chance to be a test set; 4) use averaged results from the four classification experiments as an overall measure of the model performance.
As a measure of performance, we utilize overall classification accuracy, the ratio of correctly classified samples for all classes versus the number of all classified samples in the test set (Bramer, 2007) 4. Classification of proteins using PCA and SVM analysis of their FTIR spectra Figure 2 depicts the FTIR spectra from dried MAB to CA125, BSA, human plasma, MAB to ILGF2, MAB to Leptin and MAB to OPN. All spectra exhibit a similar structure. The origin of the peaks has been well documented in the literature (reviewed by Barth & Zscherp, 2002) . The spectra have several distinctive regions. The first region corresponds to the interval 2800-3500 cm -1 . A NH 2 region around 3200 cm -1 is strongly overlapped with OH stretching band. The region 1800-2700 cm -1 is relatively free of peaks. Amide bands are characteristics in the region 1200-1700 cm -1 . Those arise from the amide bonds that link the amino acids. The amide I centered about 1740 cm -1 corresponds to the stretching mode of the C=O bond of the amide. It may have some contribution from CN stretching and CCN deformations. The amide peak II centered around 1550 cm -1 corresponds to the bending mode of the NH bond of the amide with contributions from C=O in plane bending and NC stretching. Amide III mode is the in-phase combination of NH in-plane bending and CN stretching. Other smaller peaks corresponding to CC stretching and CO bending are observed in this region. The characteristics of these peaks provide information about the secondary structure of the proteins since the hydrogen bonds that establish this structure, are mostly associated to the CO and NH bonds. The wide peak in the region 400-800 cm -1 corresponds to librations with contribution from other rotational and low energy vibrational lines. In figure 3 we show the results of the use of the first two PCA variables to represent the data presented in figure 2 . Despite the evident similarities between the spectra the data are perfectly separable even with the use of only the first two PCA variables. For MAB to Leptin, ILGF2 and OPN the separation is larger. figure 2 www.intechopen.com
Fourier Transforms -New Analytical Approaches and FTIR Strategies
From figure 4 we can see that even the first two principal components are sufficient to achieve perfect separation of protein classes. Therefore, even the application of linear SVM is able to provide perfect accuracy on both training and test sets (100% accuracy). The result does not depend on the number k of principal components used (k>1). The average number of support vectors per class is relatively small (Figure 4 ) and practically does not depend on the number of principal components used, which indicates good generalization and stability of the proposed technique. The results demonstrate the possibility of automatic classification of proteins using PCA and linear SVM with accuracy of nearly 100%. Hence, this justifies the application of the conceptually simpler LDA technique. Namely, LDA is also capable of achieving 100% accuracy using as little as 2 principal components. Hence, below we discuss the use of LDA to separate the FTIR spectra of proteins and their deuterated versions aimed at the development of a FTIR based immunoassay. 
FTIR of deuterated proteins
Deuterium is a stable isotope and can be used as a labeling agent. Deuteration occurs by simple dilution of proteins in heavy water that contains the deuterium isotope of hydrogen ( 2 H). Hydrogen atoms on the surface of the protein are exposed to a fast exchange with deuterium atoms while hydrogen atoms deeply buried within the protein molecule exchange at a low pace. As an effect by substituting hydrogen atoms by deuterium atoms vibration modes of OH (hydroxyl peaks), NH 2 (amide peaks), NH and/or CH can be affected. Deuteration also induces the appearance of a strong peak in the region around 2400 cm -1 . This region is usually free of peaks for most of the proteins. Besides its evident advantages and extensive use for the study of the secondary structure deuteration of proteins can have another important application still not considered in the As it is well known, the spectrum of water exhibits the stretching symmetric and antisymmetric modes at 3253 cm -1 and 3315 cm -1 , respectively, the bending mode at 1647 cm -1 and libration peaks observed below 700 cm -1 . The spectrum also exhibits a small peak at 2094 cm -1 that corresponds to the interaction between bending and libration modes. The heavy water spectrum exhibits a similar structure of peaks but all the peaks are shifted by a factor of 1.37 in close correspondence to the factor of 1.41 calculated from the differences of masses between hydrogen and deuterium atoms. The spectral widths of the D 2 O lines are also reduced by a factor of 1.35 comparing to those of water. Of special interest are the peaks of the stretching vibration of deuterium oxide molecule which are centered at 2401cm -1 and 2471 cm -1 . Proteins FTIR spectra are usually free of peaks in this area (see figure 2) . Deuterated proteins can have peaks in this region, a feature that can be used for protein identification and calibration. As a consequence, shifts of spectral lines, changes in relative amplitudes and changes in the spectral widths are expected for deuterated proteins .
In figure 5 we show the FTIR spectra of the dried BSA sample from solutions of distilled double dionized water (dash line) and D 2 O (solid line) prepared at concentration of 42 μg/mL. The amide I peak (1644 cm -1 ) remains almost unaltered while the amplitude of the amide II peak (1530 cm -1 ) decreases. This peak corresponds to NH bending vibrations which are strongly affected by substitution of hydrogen by deuterium atoms. Amplitude increase is observed for other peaks in the region 1200-1300 cm -1 . Remarkable is the presence of the peaks in the region 2400-2500 cm -1 which is free of peaks not only for BSA but also for a number of antibody proteins (see figure 2) . These peaks correspond to stretching OD vibration. Correspondingly, the hydroxyl peaks in the region 3000-3500 cm -1 are reduced. Increase in temperature deepens the changes observed. In figure 6 we show details of the FTIR spectra of BSA in the regions 1200-1700 cm -1 (a) and 2200-2600 cm -1 (b), respectively, after heating the solution from 25 o C up to 75 o C. High temperature breaks the hydrogen bonds opening the protein molecule and exposing it to wide deuteration. The effect is small up to a certain temperature (60 o C in our case) but when the thermal energy is enough to break the hydrogen bonds the effect increases substantially. For the sample heated up to 75 o C the peaks at 2400 cm -1 are more than 5 times larger than the one for 55 o C (see figure 6b) . The amide II peak is depleted as well as other peaks at 1200 cm -1 (see figure 6a) . The depletion is also remarkable for the hydroxyl peaks at 3500 cm -1 . Deuteration can be significantly increased by the use of ultrasound. Ultrasound shakes the molecule exposing its hydrogen bonds to deuteration. In figure 7 we show the results of deuteration of BSA in D 2 O at concentration of 500 mg/mL by using ultrasound during 120 minutes at room temperature. After exposing to ultrasound the solution is put to rest for long term dilution (1 week) at 6 o C. The changes in the absorbance FTIR are remarkable. The peak at 2466 cm -1 dominates the center of the spectrum. The amide II peaks is almost depleted and the peak at 1434 cm -1 triples its amplitude value.
www.intechopen.com We have studied the effects of deuteration on MAB to Leptin, MAB to AG CA125, AG CA125, Leptin, OPN and IGF2. All these proteins are originally diluted in saline solution by the supplier of chemicals. For deuteration we use 5 μL of the sample and diluted it into 5 μL of heavy water. One drop of this diluted solution is then deposited to dry over the spectrometer. In figure 8 we show the FTIR spectra of MAB to Leptin (8a) and MAB to AG CA125 (8b) from the original saline solution (dot lines) and heavy water dilution (solid lines). The spectra are normalized with respect to the amplitude of the amide I peak. Again we observe the surge of the DO peak in the region around 2400 cm -1 and also changes in the relative amplitudes of hydroxyl and amide II peaks. Reduction in the spectral width of the peak is also observed. We have also studied the effect of deuteration of ovarian cancer AG CA125, OPN, IGF2 and leptin. In figure 9 we show the effect of deuteration over the ovarian cancer AG CA125 after adding drops of D 2 O (figure 9a) subsequently. The sample is left to dry after addition of each drop and before recording the spectra. We observe decrease in the relative amplitude of several peaks all over the spectrum. In figure 9b we plot the relative amplitudes of five of these peaks as a function of the amount of D 2 O used. Similar results are obtained for leptin, OPN and IGF2.
Figures 5-9 demonstrate that deuteration of proteins is relatively easy to achieve by simple dilution in heavy water for both the monoclonal antibody proteins and their corresponding antigens. If required the impact of deuteration can be increased by increasing the temperature or by applying ultrasound.
Use of PCA method for detection of deuterated proteins
As expected, using PCA to perform feature extraction can lead to distinguish with high efficiency between deuterated and undeuterated versions of the same protein.
In figure 10 we plot the tridimensional principal projection of the FTIR data from AG Leptin exposed to 1, 2 and 3 drops of D 2 O. A good separation between the data is obtained. The absolute distance between the data increases with the number of D 2 O drops as correspond to larger deuteration effect as suggested by figure 10. However, the effect depends on the type of protein.
In figure 11 we show the result for BSA. In this case, the distance between the unexposed sample PCA data and the exposed ones does not change monotonically with the numbers of D 2 O drops. This may be related to parasitic D-H exchange with water of the surrounding the sample atmosphere over the time of the experiment. Nevertheless, a very clear separation between BSA samples with different numbers of D 2 O drops is achieved with 100% classification accuracy using LDA with four-fold cross-validation. Different regions of the spectra contribute differently to the separation. In figure 12 we show the plot of the PCA loadings (absolute value of components for eigenvectors v 1 -v 3 from Eq. 2 as functions of the wave-numbers. The larger the absolute value of the PCA loading is the larger is the importance of the corresponding spectral region for a more efficient separation.
In the figure we see the importance of the low wavenumbers region (400-600 cm -1 ), the amide peaks region (1300-1600 cm -1 ) and the DO peak region (2400-2500 cm -1 ). 
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Detecting a protein antibody in a complex matrix
The proposed methods can be used to detect the presence of a particular protein in a complex matrix, such as blood, plasma, serum or other biomedical samples. The efficiency of separation can be increased by using deuterated versions of the proteins. In figure 13a we show the FTIR spectra of pure human plasma (stars), plasma with added nondeuterated (diamonds) and deuterated (squares) MAB to CA125 at a concentration of 50 μg/ml normalized by the amplitude of the peak at 3275 cm -1 . The differences are more remarkable for the deuterated samples comparing to the non deuterated ones. In figure 13b we show the tridimensional PCA plot corresponding to these data. Despite the similarities of spectra, the data are separable in the PCA coordinates space. The separation is larger for the deuterated version of the protein. The absolute distance between the centers of data cluster in the PCA coordinates space corresponding to plasma and the cluster corresponding to deuterated MAB to CA125 is more than twice larger than the distance of the center of the plasma cluster to the non-deuterated protein data cluster. Although the concentration used is relatively high, the result demonstrates possibilities of detection of proteins embedded in a complex matrix and the increase in sensitivity when using deuterated versions of the proteins.
The spectral changes in deuterated proteins and the statistical and data mining methods used for their analysis can be applied to develop new kinds of immunoassays for detection of antigen proteins. The immunoassays are aimed at detection of a particular antigen protein embedded in a complex matrix, such as blood, serum or a plasma sample. Figure  14 describes two such immunoassays. Figure 14a depicts an immunoassay where nondeuterated protein antibodies are deposited over a glass substrate (step 1). The plate is then exposed to the sample. The antibody proteins on the plate capture their corresponding antigens from the sample (step 2). Finally, the system is exposed to the presence of the deuterated versions of the antibody proteins. These deuterated antibodies are then attached to the trapped antigens forming a sandwich structure which is wash away to remove non captured proteins (step 3). This sandwiched structure can then be analyzed using an FTIR spectrophotometer. In a second type of immunoassay the first step is the same (see figure 14b) . Then, the plate is exposed to the sample which has been previously diluted in heavy water. Deuterated antigens can then be captured by their antibody protein deposited on a plate. The rest of the sample can be washed away. Finally, the presence of the antigens can be detected by performing the FTIR experiment over the treated plate. Several steps need to be completed before developing a FTIR-based immunoassay of practical use. Deuteration can affect the bioactivity of the proteins. In this regard, the affinity constant between the antibody and antigen can depend on the level of deuteration. The level of deuteration can be also affected by parasitic D-H exchanges that can mask the real results. Practical comparison with well established immunoassays such as ELISA must be completed. However, we show that the use of deuteration techniques in combination with statistical methods, such as PCA, LDA and SVM, will play a crucial role in the developing of this new kind of FTIR-based immunoassays aimed at detection of a targeted protein in a complex biosample. 
Conclusions
In this study, we demonstrate that using combination of PCA analysis and statistical and data mining classification techniques (LDA and SVM) it is possible to automatically determine a class of the FTIR sample of an unknown protein using a small number of principal components. In such a case, using conceptually simpler LDA analysis (that relies on stronger assumptions about the data than SVM) is justified. The full advantage of nonlinear SVM could, however, be expected in case of more complex and noisy spectroscopic data. The proposed data analysis technique is computationally fast and can in principle be applied in on-line learning classification framework. Work in progress includes testing the proposed technique on larger datasets to exclude the small variability of samples (the sample bias) as a potential reason for extremely high classification accuracy. We show that the techniques distinguish between different proteins with similar FTIR spectra and between deuterated and non-deuterated versions of the same protein. Furthermore, we demonstrate the use of the method for separation and identification of proteins embedded in a complex matrix of proteins such as plasma. We show that deuteration increases the sensitivity of the method. Finally, we propose an immunoassay that is aimed to utilize the demonstrated sensitivity of the methodology to detect a particular antigen protein in a complex biosample.
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